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Students, residents
concerned about
city parking policy
By Bema Steichen
for parking in front of our
home.
Some residents living near
''I would definitely be in
the SCS campus, in shar,Ulg favor of a parking ramp, no
the concerns of many matter what the cost. I would
students, have expressed like to see it down by
frustrations •with parking Halenbeck, with adequate
facilities and ·regulations.
patrol and lighting so that
Currently, students and students won't get hubcaps
residents are allowed to park and tires stolen. Also, there
four hours before they must should be no fees charged to
move their cars on streets near the students," she said.
campus.
Another Fifth Avenue
' 'The parking situation is an resident disagreed with the
extreme inconvenience to us, '' 10-hour parking proposal.
ahomeowneronFifthAvenue
''We as taxpayCrs seldom
said.
_ . ..
get a chance to park in front of
•~we just
t have our home;" she said. "ff
company over during class 10-hour parking were *llowed ,
hours at SCS," she said. "We we would never get a chance
plan all our occasions during to do so. At least this way
weekends and quarter breaks. when we do need to park up
Even then, our guest must go front we can watch and
out.and move their car so they· calculate approximately when
won't get. tickets ."
a car will be moved. "
· A 10-hour parking maxiA Sixth Avenue resident
mum has been . p~oposed for a&reed that 10-hour p'!_rking is
tfiese streets 1by SU -Cloud not the solution.
•
1mayptal 'C8ndidifeA:tti!"er'Ofil:-"" - ·' 'Te£:hour parking would
Har-e,yer; ~cuinbent Alcu_in be an inconvenience to maTly
Loehr t as ·Sa"id this" p3rking area residents," he said.
~ posal _ wollld not be a "Six-hour parking would
reasonable alternative.
resolve the problem for some
!Although a proposed 10- students, but increase the
. hour parking maximum may problem for others, so I don't
.!Deal). there ~ill .be cars parked know if that would be a
in front of her house, this Fifth · solution either.•'
Avenue resident said it may
A parking ramp would not
be a solution to part of the be a ~lution to the problem,
parking' probl~m ,
· · according to Tom Patton, an
•'Ten-hour parking would SCS student who has lived
mean longer,parldng time for with his parents on Fourth
our guests aJso," she said.
"It's so embatrassing for us Puking
when our gue~ gets a ticket Continued on page 2

·call

Ptioto bV Dwight Hazard

Laurie Iversen, 711 Elgth Ave. So., brings-her horH to SCS to ahow II lrl1nd H part of an April Fools
Day Joke. Ttie hor.. waa rklden two mllH Into St. Cloud without receiving a ticket. It also did not get
tagged for 30-mlnute overtime parking In front of Mltchell Hall.

President infonns members

University Senate operations to ce·ase
By Haney Meyer

ITEM-SCS Pres. Charles
Graham informed the University Senate, the faculty
Assembly and their committees last week that they were
dissolved and should not ineet
anymore.
This marked the University
Senate's end after operatin~
for about "two years as the ,
student and faculty representative to th"e SCS administration. The sena te's end
resulted from implications of
the newfy negotiated faculty
contract.
Under terms of the contract,
s's.id Ludmila Voelker, president of the Faculty Association Executive
Counc il
(FAEC), the body representin~ faculty affi liated with the

contract, union faculty could
only ;,meet and confer" with
the FAEC. With this in mind,
Voelker assumed the senate
was not operable and that the
FAEC had the authority to
dissolve the senate. So, ·
VOClker issued a report to the
senate about three weeks ago
infomiing it that it was
dissolved.
However, Senate Chairperson William· Lacroix contended the FAEC did not have the
allthority to dissolve the
senate, maintaining that the
employer, under terms of the
contract, has that responsibility. He said the employer
refers to eit her the State
University Board. the univcrsity president, ~nd/ or designee-not the -FAEC.
ITEM-After
receiving

word from Pres. Graham that union-faculty on senate com- they belong to the union.
the Senate was dissolved mittees are wil(ing to serve on
Where does this leave
Lacroix said ' ' I will neither call committees for the Faculty them? Several former senate
nor chair any more meetings Association.
committee members have
of the University Senate."
"If you, (union faculty been posing this sa me
ITEM-The FAEC has serving on the senate} choose question to themselves.
established the following to continue your committee
According to Lacroix, the
committees: Admissions and functions-and your commit- contract does not forbid
Retention, Curriculum, Exter- tee is one of those identified non-union faculty from particnal Studies, Genera'! Educa- by the FAEC-you do so at t}w; ipating on FA69:-~inmittees.
tion Curriculum, Graduate, pleasure and appointment -of But, he said, ti)~ F1EC has
Intercollegiate Athletics, the Faculty Association," movecy to forbid n?n~un~on
_Leaming Resources, Nomina- Lacroix'~ memorandum said ..,..;. tne19bers from part1c1patmg
tions and Elections Sabbatical
What Lacr6ix did not on 'fAEC committees.
Leave Advisory and University mention was that non-union
Voelker said Sunday that
Allocations Advisory.
faculty and administrative the State Inter Faculty OrganiSome of the titles of these support personnel on senate zation passed a motion
committees Ii.re identical to committees would not be permitting only un\on memthose of the defunct University _j.llow.ed to serve on FAEC bets to serve on FAEC
Senate.
comm ittees. The reason is comm itt ees
("""
ITEM-ln a ' memorandum apparent: under the contract,
"There is nothing in our
issued to SC'nate coITlm ittees. non-un"ion facu lty and adminLacroix suggested that the is1rative support personnel Senate '
FAEC is assuming that cannot serve on a body unless Continued on page 2

Resideni
"Six-hour parking 'MJUld resolve
the problem for some stuJents,
but increase the problem for others.. •

Parking
Continued from page 1
Avenue for the past 15 years.
'' A parking ramp would be
too prohibitive,'' Patton said.
"Students would not be
willing to pay the cost."
He sa id the parking

situation was not a major
problem for him or his
parents, since they ha~ their

own driveway and garage. He
did admit that he sometimes
had problems backing out of
the driveway .
"When the streets are filled
with cars , the pathway

becomes very narrow ma.ting
it extremely hard to back out

of the driveway," he said.
A woman living on Fourth
Avenue e:a:pressed similar
concern over this problem .

"Students often part right
up to the edge of my
driveway," she said. "Then, I
have difficulty backing up onto

the street because I can't see
around the cars. The street is
very busy during weekdays
mating it e ven more difficult
to back out ."
Ruth Thompson, an SCS
English faculty member who
lives on Fifth Avenue said she
thought 10-hour parking was a
good idea .
"Since my husband and I
both wort during the day. the
parking situation is no real
problem for us ," she said .
"Longer parking would be

helpful to students. I don't see
why they should have to walk
back to their cars to move
them every four hours.
"Before putting money into
added parting facilities, I
would think the city and the
university should co-fund a
study to investigate whether
there really is a parting
problem ," she added.
An elderly woman living on
Fifth Avenue said some
students are inconsiderate of
residents rights .
"Some students will throw
empty bottles and cans
outside their cars after they
park, " she said. "This is not
the majority of the students
I'm sure, but there are some
who arc just careless about
their actions.
"Many students will part
their cars and then cut across
the lawn also. It amazes me
that at that age, they are not
more considerate of the
rights of others," she added.
She said that twice last
winter a car was parte~ in her
driveway when she wanted to
get out.
"The driveway was shoveled and clearly open; still they
parked there, " she said . "I
promptly called the police and
they had the cars towed away.
I don ' t know how much it cost
the student$_ to get their cars
back , but Iliiad to get out of
my driveway and had no other
choice. ''

SCS requests
for financing
facing standstill
The Minn esota Senate is
attempting a power play by
not naming senators to a
conference committee to iron
out appropriations disagreements , according to recent
reports from the capitol.
Some SCS items appropri•
ated by the House of
Representatives are not included in the Senate 's
proposal . Those items include
5150,000 to study the
feasibility of building an
addition to Halenbeck Hall
and 5600,000 to build a
maintenance building .
Two other SCS requests,
5275,000 to remodel Stewart
Hall and 5162,000 to acquire
the Northern States Power

Senate
Continued from page 1
constitution that forbids us
{FAEC) from prohibiting
non-union faculty from participating on a FAEC committee," Voelker said.
" I don't think it's one bit
unfair that we prohibit them
from be ing on a F AEC
committee beca use we've
been carrying the loa d
financially and with the work
we did for the faculty
contract,'' she said .
Some non•union faculty and
administrative support personnel appeared confused and
some dismayed about their
future involvement in SCS
governance.
"I'm not happy about it,"
said Mary Craik., non-union
faculty and senate committee
membe r, referring to FAEC's
decision , "but I don't know
what I can do about it."
Craik said that currently
non-union faculty 's views are

not being represented.
Jack Jones, administrative
support personnel and forn1er
senate committee member,
said he understood he could
not serve on a FAEC
committee unless he was a
Faculty Association member.
"Well , certainly I'm not
happy about not being able to
serve on a committee," Jones
said. "I was in my second year
on the senate curriculum
committee and my third year
on the bylaws committee. I
spent a lot of time on those
committees and I don't like to
see all that time spent for
nothing.''
Another administrative sup- •
port personnel member serving on a senate committee,
Myron Umerski, said he did
not know in what capacity he
would serve.
''There is legitimate confusion right now," he said.
" Really no one knows what
might happen . They might
want us back and they might
not. It 's FAEC's ballgame."

(NSP) land south of the SCS
campus , are assured of
passage because both the
House and Senate have
approved them.
The target date for closing
this session of the Legislature
was April 1, but due to major
legislation still under consideration such as the stadium
bill, the session has been
extended. Legislators are now
hopeful of closing this week.
If a conference committee is
not named, the House will be
forced to accept the Senate's
proposal.
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Data indicates
· 'grade inflation'
present at SCS

'

BY Steven L. Anderson
Herbert Goodrich, sociology created equal and should have increase of satisfactorylunsatand anthrpology department. equal opportunity to maximize isfactory grading has helped
to increase GPAs. SI U grades
Rising grade point averages Goodrich acknowledged the their potential.
(GPA) 'at SCS and other late drop date as one reason
Along with this notion, are not included in the GPA
institutions across the country for the trend but said he thinks some have concluded that and have, in effect, taken the
have led many to wonder "it's all these built-in Value people should not eya1uate or bottom out of the grading
whether grades are still and philosophical orientations judge others, according to scale for the students. What
valuable.
that are more significant."
Gillett . He supports the idea would have been a C or D is
After much publicity, some
Goodrich believes some of equal opportunity, but alscr not counted because the
colleges and universities are teachers are very humanistic believes that "if society must student receives an S.
According to data compiled
trying to end '' grade infla- and do not want to injure the remain strong, in preparation
tion"-the well-documented student by giving them a low for employment, the ·. best by Institutional Research, in
rise in GPAs of undergrad- grade.
qualified persons have a fall quarter of 1975, there
Uates at all colleges.
"Some think that compe- responsibility to evaluate were a total of 35,320 grades
given out at SCS. SIU grades
_The concern is that an tiveness in America is others."
Another factor Gillett be- made up 10 percent of this,
increase in GPA ril.eans. · a becoming a bad thing,' '
:•cheapening" Of ~~!itudent's Goodrich said, "and some lieves contributes to grade with 3,595 satisfactory grades
teat achievement arid' does not teachers unconsciously reduce inflation is '' an attempt to given and only 70 unsatisfacindicat~ actual knowledge or this by giving everyone higher make everything relevant to tory grades given.
With formalized student
skill, according to several SCS grades."
life."
faculty members .
Goodrich thinks student
He pointed out that evaluations of faculty now a
Many expect grade distrib- resentment of being graded is although a course may be stand~rd practice, instructors
ution to follow the tradj.tional greater than in the past.
valuable in one respect, it has may be tempted to use easy
bell curve"-the highest num"They feel that somehow no real value to a college grading as a means of buying
her of grades being Cs, with they should be graded on their degree. This may be likened to high s tudent evaluations,
Bs _apd , Os .about eqqal, and progress and effort and not on the notion that a student who wrote Milton Pressley from
wi~h As and Es about equal. the basis of some standard knows his comic books js just the University of North
Jhis is cle~ly not the case at that ·is imposed on them," hC as important as a student Carolina.
SCS, according to data said.
who knows his Shakespeare
During
an
enrollment
compiled by the office of
Jonathan Lawson , English and should be graded crunch in 1971, facu lty
positions
wC~e
in
jeopardy
and
Institutional Research.
department, thinks factors accordingly, he said.
Of the total number of affecting grades to do with the
Another contributing factor the various departments took
student
evaluations
more
grades given_out fall quarter history of education plus other to grade inflation was the
1975 8t SCS, 33.8 percent incidental factors.
period of declining enrollment seriously.
were As. This was second only
' 'The educational theorists at colleges and universities. . The official faculty evaluato the number of Bs, 34.9 writing in the late 1960s had During that time, the number tion process at SCS revealed
percent. About 26 percent of ·. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , that "the results of the
student evaluations shall be
- the grades given were Ds and
considered along with other
2.3 percent were Es.
determinants in matters of
Grade inflation has infected
Average GPA for fall quarters 1968-75 as compiled by
retention, tenure, promotion
this campus as a breakdown of
lnstltutlonal Research:
and salary."
GPA for the past eight year
How'ever , Goodrich said he
illustrates·. (See table).
lower dlvl1lon [10G-200'Ievel etiurses]
believes that student e ...·aluaMany reasons have been
1968
1970
1971
1972
1973 1974
1975
tion offacu1ty probably is not a
given for the increase, but
significant factor leading to
most fee l the problem cannot
2. 65
2 _65
2.ao
2.81
2.38
2.45
2.56
2.54
grade inflation.
·
be eliminated by correcting
"I think the criteria for
any one contributing factor.
Upper division {300-400 level courses)
promotion includes many
Lowell Gillett, acting vicemore variables than student
president for Academic Af2.71
2.74
2.86
2.91
3.14
3.12
3.01
3.02
opinion," he said.
fairs at SCS said he feels that
There seems to be a
the policy of dropping a class
Gcaduate level couraea
multitude of faci.ors related to
up to the lasf day of the
3.«
3.47
3.52
3.67
3.62
3.68
3.65
·
grade
inflation, according to
quarter oontribut1rs to grade
Malcolm Scully, writing _in the
inflation.
' "I think it's a symptom of a some pretty valid things to say of faculty positions were being Chronicle of Higher Education. These factors include:
whole complex of problems about negative aspects of reduced, he said.
grades, " he said.
"We did in some sense try
-That the emphasis on
and attitudes," Gillett siad.
"We had just come out of to woo' students with unrealist- "more rel~vant" matter in the
James Marmas, Business
College dean, said the late the Vietnam era, when there ically high grades so they curriculum has replaced the
drop date permits students was pressure not to fail would stay around," Gillett unfamiliar "classics" with
who v;ould receive Ds and Es student!; so they wouldn't said.
material th~t many stUdents
to save their GP~. but also flunk out of school and be
"We are on the upswing have encountered in the
enrollment-wise. It would be popular culture. Since tbey
denies other students a seat in drafted,' Lawson said.
Gillett emphasizes three far easier to develop more know ·it better, they e.?rn
that class.
"We'rC opposed to the drop factors as the root causes of rigorous standards of evalua- higher grades.
date," he said. Mar mas feels ,
the drop date Should be the ~~=d:r~~fl::io;·m~:u:ees;:~~= ~~n;~•;t,G~~::o:~i: ~~~~rht?~ wi~!~:~a~h:u~~~osni~r::~~~!
same as the add deadline so egalitarian ideal. Gillett fa id we fail to recogn ize that the "high culture" and emphasizol;her Jleople may have a this ideal is a societal value · real reason for our very being ed personal and psychological
which has been described as is to assist students to go as development as well as
, ~~ee:; :;~
e~~=~~nt the egalitarian society, stem- far as their abilities and intellectual growth .
-F...aced with these changin g
motivations that ultimately ming from the deomocratic motivations will take them . ·~
Many obser:vers ~elieve the emphasis. · facult y members
lead to high erades," said tradition that all men are

experienced a loss of cultural
confidence and became less
willing to judge a student's
mastery of the traditional
subject matter.
-That competition for
places in graduate and
professional schools has
become so intense that faculty
members are afraid their
students will be at a
disadvantage unless they earn
As and Bs.
A.L. Addington, business
department chairperson Vaidosta State, singles out some
additional "reforms'.' that
have served to lower acade"mic
standards:
-Many colleges are · moving toward fewer and fewer
required courses. If, for
example, a language course is
Changed from being required
(a monopoly position) to being
an elective (a competitive
position), the price of an A
could be expected to go down
as departments and professors
compete for enrollment.
-A new idea in grading.
accepted by some professors
in the last few years, is that
students should 4"0t experience failure.
They must be "positively
reinforced" regardl ess of
effort or performance. Grade
inflation is a natural result.
-Coupled with the concept
of positive reinforcement is
the view that grades should
reflect the student's accomplishment in relationship to
his native ability. That means
an A student is doing the best
he can , regardless of how poor
it is in absolute terms.
Who are the victims of
grade inflation? Pressley
wrote that the first victims are
the ·truly superior students
who are unable to receive due
recognition.
Mediocre students are the
second victims, he said, with
delusions of excellence. But
inept students may suffer the
most according to Pressley.
Many of them ilre stay ing in
college when they would be
better off spending that same
time preparing themselves for
a career in which they could
•adaquately perform.
"~Grade inflation ) !,ecomes

Average GPA at SCS

...

,

L---------------,------'

:!~/

~

/ee~a~: \ la;~~e~~al~hr::;~
college on As and Bs only to
find out he doesn ·t know
anything." Lawson said.
•
Grades
Continued on page 6 0
Page 3
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The two-year-old University
Senate died March 29 at SCS,
following a lingering illness.
No funeral services were held.
In February of 1974, the
senate was born of members
elected from ~tudents, faculty
and professional support personnel as the fi_rst body ever
chosen to represent all three
groups. While still in its
infancy, the senate had the
same experiences as the
infamous Four Horsemenfamine, pestilence, destruction
and finally death.
Life expectancy of the senate
was shortened in March of this
year when university faculty
ratified their contract, giving
Faculty Associations on the
campuses responsibilities for
policies . concerning faculty
members.
SC~ P.res. Charles Graham
last week officially dissolved
the senate,
which had
continued to operate on two of
its three legs since the
contract's ratification. Just as a
table could not remain upright
in that position, neither coulil
the senate.
For the first time in SCS's
history, students had an equal
voice in the college governing
body. Students must now find
a new route in gaining input
into the university's decisions.
In its two years of operation,
the senate met every year to
elect officers, and discuss
campus issues. It dealt with the
question of faculty allocations,
moving the drop-add date to
the last day of classes,
drinking, curriculum and
parking.
The senate was never
regarded as a powerful body on
campus-it never grew to that
strength in its short life.

~~e?.~t:?s~ate was a
common meeting place for
students , faculty, professional '
support personnel and admini•
stration to discuss common
concerns.
The senate's survivors include the Student Component
Assembly (SCA), the local
association of the Inter-Faculty
Organization professional support personnel and the
president.
TI,e senate was proceeded
in its deaffi by SCS's Faculty
Assembly, which never reached quorum this year.
If members of the campus
community look ahead, perhaps the senate' s death will be
no great loss. Faculty members
must think about SCS as a
whole and not just about
themselves. And students must
start thinking of themselves as
adults and be willing to
participate in SCS's decision
making processes.
As the empty shell of the
senate is lowered into the well
of memory for final burial, the
senate's successes and its
formula for those successes
should be remembered .
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Letters

•

Boston Blacks seek
bussing alternatives
To the edJton

In Boston, "neighborhood schools"
means for Blacks: "Stay in your
neighborhood and keep out of the
white neighborhoods. ' '
As one South Boston youth put it:
"Our folks don't say 'nigger,' they say
'alienation of our rights.' But let's face
it, we all mean the same thing."
Racist violence in Boston has
reached the point of out-and-out
terror. White students have carried
out a series of coordinated attacks on
Black students in corridors and
classrooms at South Boston high
school. Black's homes in predominately white neighborhoods have been
fire-bombed and dynamited to push
Blacks out. White thugs have attacked
and beaten Blacks who dare to walk or
drive through White neighborhoods.
The violence is aimed at overturning
Judge Garrity 's court-ordered bussing
plan and forcing the Black community
and all supporters of Black rights to
back down from their struggle to
desegregate the schools.
Racist opposition to bussing and
desegregation is highly organized,
coordinated by a coalition of white
neighborhood groups known as
Restore Our Alienated Rights (ROAR)
and backed by other such reactionary
groups as the KKK, the John Birch
Society and the Nazi party.
Certainly the way to fight these
bigots is not through petitions and
legal battles. What is needed is a
countermobilization by all those-Black
and White- who stand opposed to the
atrocities being carried out in Boston
against Black rights.
The National Student Coalition
Against Racism (NSCAR) is spearheading the drive to build a mass
movement in order to put pressure on
the federal government to enforce the
desegregation plan. They must
provide the necessary protection for
Black students being bussed under the
plan.
ls bussing the only way to ensure
that Blacks obtain an equal education?
No, NSCAR realizes that bussing is not
the only way . However, it is the only
alternative available to Blacks at the
moment.
' A racist victory in Boston would give
incentive ,to the reactionary force$
everywhere in this country and
encourage the racists to step up their
offensive all the more. Last spring
ROAR began ·to beat the drums for a
constitutional amendment outlawing
bussing for the purpose of
desegregation. These actions must not
go unchallenged.
·
NSCAR has called a national march
in Boston on April 24. We are holding
forums, rallies and teach-in s throughout the country. Andrew Pulley,
activist for Black rights a__!ld~ hicago
co-ordinator for NSCA'tt will be at
Brown Hall a~ditorium Thursday at 8

p.m. He will talk about Black rights,
Blacks in the political arena and new
developments in the Boston area
crisis.
The bussing issue in Boston is a
national issue. It effects all of us. And •
it will take a national .campaign to win.
David Uebenun
aopbomore, foreign lanauae

MlkeLonea
aopbomore, math

Students will benefit •
from political action
To the editor:
On Monday, April 19 SCS students
will have an opportunity to . have a

mojor impact on decisions · lD this
community that affect their lives and
pocketbooks. Each quarter in my .
classes I hear complaints about city
policies that discriminate against
students. Parking, tickets, housing,
towing, rent disputes and employment
are only a few of the important issues
tllat affect students every day. The city
of St. Cloud benefits substantially
from the · economic contribution of
11,000 students but, to date, has not
been willing to support the interests of
~ students.
For instance , 'the curt'ent city
administration eliminated a clause
from thC local Human Righ'i
Ordinance protecting students from
discrimination . Furthermore , the
Human Rights Commission, charged
with the enforcement of the Hllman
Rights Ordinance, was continually
denied funding from the regular city
budget on the excuse of other
"priorities."
The position of mayor will have a
powerful impact on the student
community for the next four years.
Alice Ford has clearly made student
issues one of the primary components
of .her campaign. If students get out
and vote for her, she has a good
chance to win and make some
changes in " your'' behalf.
In order to vote you -register at the
J>Olls by(l) showing a driver's license
with an address from what voting
precinct on it or (2) bringing along an
already registered voter from that
precinct who will sign a statement
saying you live in that precinct.
I am calling a meeting of all students
dissatisfied with discrimination and
Olrrent city policies, who will support
. Alice Ford for mayor. The meeting will
take place on Wednesday at 12 noon in
the Jerde Room of Atwood. Anyone
not able to atlend but interested in
acting, calt Don Sikkink at 255-3245 or
252-5SS3.
•
Speqd a little time in the next three
weeks afld save a lot of frustration in
the next four years. Come to the
meeting. It' s your choice. It' s you ~
money. It's your vote.
'
J ulle Andnejewskl
speech -communle&don department
f
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Monte Carlo Night features .
cranes, craps, men's legs
About JOO Shoemaker Hall rnld.nts partlclpat.cl In their
Monie Carlo Night Thursday. Shoemake men [farlett) take
their chancee In• crapa game. Others (above) compete In a
~• beauty contnt. Shoemaker realdent Linda Jad!:ton
attempts to grab • prlH In the crane activity, modeled alter
camlval... tyle crann out of a toy truck. All rnldenta
reoefved ,mall prlzea for their participants.
l /J.>"'•J ' '

Free Checking
University Faculty and Staff
First American National Bank offers a convenient service to
the Faculty and Staff of St. Cloud State University. It's called '

Deposif>ay.
DeposiPay-th~ payroll deposit service that saves you time
and mone}'. Your pay is deposited by the University into your
checking or savings account at First American.
·

With your· account at First American, your pay will be
deposited according to your specifications. First American
will :
1. Deposit your pay into more than one checking or savings
account;
2. Divide and deposit your pay between several checking
accounts or between several savings accounts;
3. Deposit part of your pay and send you the balance by
mail;
.
4 . Regularly trJnsfer between your checking and savings
accounts (First American pays the HIGHEST INSURED
SAVINGS RATES OF ANY COMMERCIAL BANK IN THE
UNITED STATES.); .
5. Automatically make your monthly First American loan
payments.
AH these service~ are performed for you, even when you are
on vacation. Compare the options of DeposiPay with other
bank payroll deposit systems.
Tuesday, Apr ll 6, 1976

•■■■ CNICKINe

Best of all, you receive FREE CHECKJNG at First American
when you are paid through DeposiPay. No minimum ba)ance,
no service charge. You can write checks on your own line of
credit when you- qualify for Anytime Credit. Also, Anytime
Teller and Bank by Phone (telephone transfer service) are free
24•hour services.
DeposiPay is an economiCal, time•saving service that offers
you many options. Ask about DeposiPay at your University
Business Office or contact Customer Service at the First
American National Bank .

DeposiPay-"That's The Way To Bank"
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High school students offered
summer psychology course
High School students may
earn up to 10 college credits in
psychology this summer at
SCS.
Students who will be in the
1Ith or 12th grade in
September may enroll in a
five-week institute in experimental analysis of behavior, '
according to Eugene Rosenthal, institute director.
Fifty participants will be

admitted to the program,
which begins its second year
this summer and runs from
June 14 through July 16.
Stude nts will live on the
SCS campus and attend two
hours or lectures daily by five
faculty members in SCS
psychology department a nd
psychologists and scientists
from around the country,
Three hours of laboratory

Social help organization
seeks deprived children
to benefit from project
Project Share, a social help
organization at SCS, has an

· unusual problem. Mor~ SCS
students volunteer their services than there are children
who heed the help .
Every year nearly SO .SCS
studeo'ts~ sign up to be big
brothers or sisters to junior
high children who come from
low income families with
limited social outlets. This
year onl_y 2,8 of them were
assigned little brothers and
sisters.
The problem is the new
open file law, according to
outgoing director LuAnn
Mordick . . The law forbids
junior high school counselors
to divulge student names who
could benefit from Project
Share.
The ot'gaDJiation avoids this
problem by having parents
and the children themselves
decide whether they want to
be involved with Project
Share. This approach ha~ had
limited success, Mordick said.
Some people feel Project

Share should be eliminated
since there is a Big Brother
and a Big Sister organization
in St. Ooud, Mordick said.
She does not agree.
"These organizations require at least a two-year
commitment from the volunteers. Many college students
just cannot make this sort of
commitment,'' Mordick said.
The organization's new
leader, Raymond Scheierl, is
planning to publicize Project
Share more, both to make the
community more awa;.e of it
1 and to involve more dedicated
students
Another ai~ is to get
Vietnamese children involved
in the project, according to
Mordick.
Mordick said there is a need
to screen college students
better because on occasion
someone will be assigned to a
child , then neglect them
completely. There is also a
need "for more males to get
involved , since the ratio of
women to men is no~ about
two to one.

work also will be part of the
students' daily schedule. One
hour daily may be spent at the
Veteran 's Administration Hospital in St. Cloud,
where participants will engage
in applied human research
using behavior analysis.
Two animal research labora•
tories and a laboratory
research computer also will be
available to program partici•
pants.
Field trips, canoe outings,
concerts and films also will be
part of the summer program .
Facilities for indoor and
outdoor swimming, tennis,
baseball and other recreational programs are available on
campus .
Fees for the institute are
S300 for residents of Minnesota, North Dakota and
Wisconsin, under reciprocal
tuition agreements. The fee
for residents of other states is
S390. Fees include ·tutition,
room , weekday board, recreation and health service.
Partial and complete scholarships may be available to
Students with a demonstrated
need, Rosenthal said.
Applications will be accept·
ed up to June 14, provided
space is available , Rosenthal
said. Interested students are
encouraged to apply early,
however, bec·tmse of lirqited
enrollment, he added.
Last year's program, span•
sored by the National Science
Foundation , attracted students from 28 states.
"They were rinterested in
becoming Scientists who could
help solve social problems,"
Rosenthal said.

SGS faculty member:
"It's not only cheafXJlling,
but it's getting to a {YJint

where grades are irrelevant "

Grades
Continued from page 3
Employers have a stake as
well, Pressley contends, and
they often like to use grades as
selection criterion. To the
extent that grade inflation has
resulted in "mismarked merchandise.'· professors are
depriving them of this
selection information, and
employers will be forced to
spend even more than they do
Dow to train their employees.
"ft's not only cheapening,
but it 's getting to a point
where grades are irrelevant,''
Goodrich said. "If it contin•
ues, some other means will
have to be devised for
employers to · make distinctions ."
Goodrich used an example
of a case in Kansas where
grade inflation hit the local
college and the businessmen
would not hire their graduates
because they were not sure
what the grades · meant
anymore .
"The value of a- college
degree is being gu·estioned
more and more by employers
and the general public, '·
Lawson said. National reports
shock them, he said.
''I don ' t think it 's nearly as
bad as the press makes it out
to be."
The real harm is the

difference between what
grades mean and what people
think they mean, according to
Goodrich. Students are placed
in double jeopardy. There is
still pressure for good grades,
yet they often may be •
meaningless.
"It's a global problem
involving a desire for
maintaining standards in all
things, not only in grades,"
Goodrich said. "I think it's
part of a broader movement.
It's partly political. It reflects
cultural values that lie deeper •
than merely grades," he said .
Lawson believes the inflation has stopped at a time of
stabilized enrollment.
"There is a new seriousness
on the part of the student
body. They know a degree is
not an automatic ticket to a
new job," he said.
Gillett feels that an attitude
change is necessary to stop
grade inflation.
"'The basic attack on this
problem has to rest on the fact
that the administr3tion can
provide some leadership and
help to establish apPfopriate
direction, but we cann()t
resolve this problem by :a
series of directives. It has to
be up to the faculty."
·
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FUe a Petition
for SCA
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County Judge for SL Cloud will speak on
"Shoplifting and Future Employment"
On Thursday April 8th
At 1:10 P.M.
In The Civic-Penney Room
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Atwood Center
Free •And Everyone Is Welcome

Sponsored By Student Le~al
Information Service

FREE
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FREE

'{A RN
FOR KNIT TING .
CROCKET-WEAVING
MACRAME - NEEDLEPOINT
MATERIALS AND PATTERNS
26 FIFTH AVENUE SOOTH
ST. CLOUD, MINN 56301
TEL. (612] 251-1681
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Students relax in April sun

Sunny April
w.,ther
brought lludenll outside
Thursday and Friday,
behind Mftehell
Hall
[above) for 1unbathlng and
below the 10th StrNt Dam
(right) tor relaxing and bNr
drinking.

You have another right, you know.

...........................................,

You have the right
to know about the
av ■ Hlible

In your
community to help
you whh an unintended pregnancy.

M ■rjazine■Camic■

BIRTHRIGHT
213-4848
FrM pregnancy t . .ting,
confklentlal help

IIPIII IR

l:lla•.IIH••·
SIi. i:1111 H
PII. 251-!115
!ulldlng
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CHANTILLY BEAUTY SALON
LOCATED ABOVE LAUNDRY
Fir . . . . .
Call 252. .

CHANTILLY BEAUTY SALON
Located above the
White Cloud Launclry

OFFERS: STYLE CUT
OF THE MONTH FOR
-, EVERYONE
,,,

.

ln Chill, In Taco Salada, In Apple
Grandee , In Softahell, In Taco
Burgers, yea In Enchlladu ... la '
YOU whenever you come to Teco
10 Ave

Jobo'R 30 North

I
i

Watch for

&ksE1t. I

I

•

ABOG'S

Ice Cream
Day!

•••~OJ~S~~:;~-.;o••••••••••~f.~0~9••~a!~2·:••••••J

Big 15% off tiy presenting
this coupon

In

with Air
also offer

coin-op dry ,111anlng.

Mon. 8:30-5
Tues. - FRI , 8:30-7:30
Sit. 7:30-4 -

In Tacos, In Burri tos, In Toatadu,

Equipment

wllh

Mlnd-Complt1e
CondlUonlng•W•

OPEN

The Bia Enci.n:lf'-•

i U■edRnd I
iRare Baak■-i

P90l)le and aervk:. .

Call Now 252-8435

Open:. Mon-Wed 8:30-5:00
Thur-Fri 8:3~7:30
Sat 7:30-5:00

Joe
Walentlny
hi

Conwt
,.....,,_,,.,

......
.,,..._.,..
.c.-, ...

9:30-12:30 ~.M.

....... c..

CIII 2H-2131
Pl'!ge7
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Retired composer,
SCS music groups
featured at festiva I
thinking about adding more
nights to their performance
schedule, Peterson said.
Pyle will speak Thursday at
1 p.m. in the Recital Hall
sity, Francis Pyle , as about his experiences in the
composer-in-residence will be music profession.
sponsored April 6-9 by the
The week will end with a
SCS mu sic department.
Festival Concert in the
According to R. Dennis Atwood Ballroom at 7:30 p.m.
Layne, music department, Friday.
Pyle is a very fine composer.
The concert will consist of
although not well known by performances by the College
the public. He has been Symphony Orchestra, Symcomposing most of his life. phonic Wind Ensemble,
Layne said Pyle's objective is Concert Choir and an Honor
to compose the best he Band and Choir. which
possibly can.
includes outstanding high
The festival will begin with school students from the St.
four opera scene productions Cloud area.
Layne said the reason for
to b ~. ~jC'sented today,
Wednes~aY, a.ii~ Thursday at 8 inviting students to perform is
p.m. in Rttital Hall, Perform- "to improve communication
between the high schools and
ing Arts Center.
Charles Peterson, opera SCS, let the students tnow
director , said about 40 what we do here, and let them
students are,· involved in the tnow it's their school."
opera theatre.
Although this is the first
Students concentrate not time the department has
only on the music portion of invited high school students to
the productions, but the perform, Layne anticipates
technical, side as well, that it will be a success.
Peterson ·said. Students wort
The Symphony Orchestra
with the sets, sew costumes will perform an Aaron
and mate some of the props, Copland piece entitled, "'Ihe
Quiet City, ' ' which features a
accordin
rson.
The \
production s trumpet and oboe solo.
m· Mozart's
The Wind Ensemble will
"The ·
"and "Cosi perform "Southern
Tier
fan TuttC:i- ('All Women Are Suite" by Hartley and
Lite That) ; Ve~di's "II "Symphony No. 1 for Winds"
Trovatore'' (The Troubadour) by Francis Pyle. The Honor
and Menotti's "The Old Maid Band will combine with the
And The Thief.'' All scenes Wind Ensemble for Sousa's
will be performed in English . "George Washington BicenSeating will be'; on a first tennial March.''
come, first serve basis. The
The Concert Choir, under
Opera 'fheatre has had full the direction of Stephen
houses in the past and is Fuller, will be performing
By Duey Bruley

An American Musical
Festival featuring professor
emeritus from Drake Univer-

PhotobyDerteneBI. .

Stud911t conductor Raymond Bannon dlr-=t• Mike
Winikoff, Sandi Plepkom, Vkkl Peters and Cindy
O'Neil In an opera acene to be performed tonight.

Francis Pyle's "Sail Forth,"
an avante-garde based on a
Walt Whitman poem, "Psalm
100, " an experimental, multidimensional piece. Robert
Starer's "Gong of Time,"
based on a Carl Sandburg
poem will be performed in
addition to some folt and
spiritual selections.
The Honor and_ Concert
Choirs will join forces to sing
Emma Lou Diemer's "Praise
Ye The Lord" and Aaron
Copland's
"Ching-A-Ring
Chaw.''
The evening's grande finale
will feature all the bands and
choirs performing Maltby' s
"We The People," a selection
based on the Preamble to the
Constitution.
All aspects of the festival
are free of cha'rge and open to
the public.

Discipline, self-confidence beneficial,
senior theatre recita I performers say
By Ro.eann Beckel

the final statement about life .
The varied selection of
Learning to discipline and scenes helps show the ups and
have confidence in yourself downs of life and the
are two benefits of preparing degression of the United
for an acting recital, according States since it was established
to Jill Cheney and Loretta 200 years ago,. Cheney said.
Simonet, sCiiiors in theatre at
Singing and original dancscs.
ing routines will be included in
Cheney and Simonet are Cheney's production. A musipreparing for recitals they will cal selection '- was chosen so
present on Stage II, Perform- she could pro\'e something to
ing Arts Center, at 7:30 p.m. herself, Cheney said.
·
Widnesday and Thursday .
"I tighten up in front of
"Seesaw (the Ups and people when it comes to
Downs of Life)" iS the theme singing and I want to show
of Cheney's recital. Cheney myself I can do it," Cheney
goes through the series of life said.
DanCing is like a hobby .
chronologically from birth
through death with a scene Cheney said . She plans on
from "Our Town " showing minoring in dance while
PageB

WednNday 1nd Thursday at 8 p.m.
Performing Art1 Cent•r Rklt&I Hall.

In the

Calendar-Fllm:
"The Conformist," a Bernardo Bertolucci film, will be shown
free of charge tomorrow at 7:30 p.m. in the Atwooo theatre.
"Monty Python and the Holy Gnll" will be shown at 3:30 and
7:30 p.m. Friday in the Atwood theatre.
A video tape featudn& loci Stewart will be shown free in the
Atwood sunken lounge from 9 a.m.•2 p.m . daily. _
Tbealre:
Jill Cheney and Loretta Simonet will present their lleD.lor
acUng · recitals Wednesday and Thursday on Stage n,
Performing Arts Center at 7:30 p.m. There will be no admission
charge.
1be llartfont BaDet will perform Wednesday at 8 p.m. in
Stewart Hall Auditorium. Tickets are available at the Atwood
ticket office: SCS students, S2; community students, S2.SO:
community, SJ.SO.
·
Maolc:

Lonnie Kn.Jabt will perform free of charge tonight at 8 p.m. in
the Coffeehouse Apocalypse.
working toward an MA. degree
in theatre at Arizona State
1be American Mule Fetdval, sponsored by SCS music
University next year.
department, will run today through Friday. The week's
"You Do Not Stand activities begin with the performance of opera scenes tonight,
Together, You Stand ... Alone" Wednesday and Thursday at 8 p.m . in Recital Hall, Performing
is Simonet's theme. Scenes Arts Center. Francis Pyle, professor emeritus from Orate
include a progression about University, will serve as composer-in-residence during the
people being alone and unable week. A festival concert , including performances by the SCS
to handle it, to people who symphony orchestra, wind ensemble, concert choir and a high
accept and lite being alone. _school honor band and choir, will be presented Friday at 7:30
"1 lite to think the scenes p.m . in the Atwood ballroom.
pertain to me arid my life at
college," Cheney said.
A person must learn to get
along by oneself and grow to
~ n ~ter Frederick Manfred will appear in the Atwood
have confidence, Simonet theatre tomght &.t 7 p.m. Manfred's appearance is part of the
said.
Atwood Board of Governors Minnesota Writer's Series.
A song written and
HVolces from the CluutJan Eaat: Kai.antzakls and ·
Recitals
Sohhenltsyu" is the topiF of Patrick Henry's lecture to be
Continued -on page, J2,
presented- tonight at -8:15 •p.·m. in ·Brown ·Hall 232.
ChrorucJe

Feminist author
ca 11s for interaction
of weak, powerful
By Jeanine Ryan

Most people's fear of power
i_s.

exaggerated, according to

Elizabeth Janeway , author of

"Man's World, Woman's
Place" and "Between Myth
and Morning: Women Awak-

ening."
'

"When you look at power
from the point of the powerful,
you are leaving out a hell of a
lot," Janeway said, speaking
at SCS last week on power in

the women 's movement and
social myths.
Janeway, who just returned
• from the International Conference on Higher Education for

Women

in

Paris,

opened

Wednesday night's lecture
with comments on the
management of empires,

mentioning the methods of
Don Juan and Machiavelli.

•

Janeway pointed - out that
there ·are other members in
the power structure, "another
term in the equation." The
weak must also be considered,
she said.
"If , only_ do_!ll~ll9CC and
submission were involved, it

would be tyranny," Janeway
said. "The power relationship
doesn't work just one way.
The powerful need something
from the subordinates."
Building on Thomas Jefferson's "consent of the
· governed" theory, Janeway
said, that power is '' a
continuing interraction in
Which we, the weak, the
governed can have a truely
effective voice. And the
powerful know it.
" Life is not a series of
PhotobYJ.eklelorenlZ
confrontations. The powerful Ellzabtith Janeway, author of novel,, 1oclal l11ue1 In the women'• movement and 1oclal myu,, In a
would rather rule by consent and chlldren'a bookl , 1peaka on the power struggle pre11 conference 11 SCS.
whenever they can," she said.
"Women are the oldest,
Few poeple become involvIt is good for the hu sband to emphasized the significance of
ed in negotiations due to fear , largest caste of the weak," have a part in child rearing. social myths.
"Myths are like mud on
ignorance and deference , Janeway said.
according to Janeway. She
According to Janeway , the also encourages an extended your boots that has to be
according to Janeway.
"Those factors lead us to first step in overcoming family type of child-care knocked off every so often so
sell ourselves short. Why oppression is becoming moti- system for working mothers. you can make some progshould we be stupid enough to vated.
"Someone gets exorcised ress,'' Janeway said.
think we owe the leader our
"What is your motivation? when roles are changed,·:
She pointed out that myths
should be the target of
consent? We have a stake in How much do you want Janeway said.
the way things go," Janeway power?'' Janeway asked
A role is a relationship-an investigation by social scienactivity to be performed- tists. For example, she wciuld
said.
several times.
Having drawn several
Encouraging dual roles in rather than a sexual division , like to see gendet · roles
political . analogies, Janeway marriage , Janeway said, according to Janeway .
examined.
·
went on to comment on the "Everyone needs to know how
Speaking to social studies Janeway
power struggle of women.
to do everything a bit."
teachers Saturday, Janeway Continued on pa~e 12
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RESIDENCY .

ON TUESDAY, APRIL 6
IN THE SCSU DANCE STUDIO LOCATED
IN HALENBECK HALL
FROM 9-11 A.M. (MODERN DANCE CLASS)

STARTS FRIDAY

IIEIJlllll/lllflWI
llllll
Pll[aNT'SIE(

AND

FROM 1-3 P.M. (BEGINNING DANCE CLASS)
ALL SCSU STUDENTS ARE INVITED TO ATTEND
THE
CLASSES ,TO OBSERVE
AND/OR PARTICIPATE/
, ...........................
...........................................
, .......................

.....

..........,..

HARTFORD BALLET
PERFORMANCE
ONWEDNESDAY,APRIL 7
AT 8 P.M. IN STEWART
HALL AUDITORIUM
COMMUNITY - 3.50 .
COMMUNITY STUDENTS - $2.50
SCSU STUDENTS - $2.00
. TICKETS ARE AVAILABLE AT THE
ATWOOD TICKET BOOTH AND AT
THE D·, OR

ii·i@f,fi•! \f'i'fMi~e
STARTS FRIDAY
WALTER

STARTS FRIDAY

MA1THAlJ
TATUM

O'NEAL

ftTHEBADN~

"THIS ACTIVITY IS MADE POSSIBLE IN PART BY GRANTS
PROVIDED BY THE MINNESOTA STATE LEGISLATURE THROUG
THE MINNESOTA STATE ARTS BOARD AND THE CONGRESS
· OF THE. UNITED STATES THROUGH THE NATIONAL
ENDOWMENT FOR THE ARTS, A FEDERAL AGENCY."

SPONSORED BY THE PERFORMING ARTISTS
OMMITTEE OF THE MAJOR EVENTS COUNCIL(MEC
Tuesday, Aprll 6, 1976

ENOS THURS 7 &.9:15

"THE HINDENBURG"

"JA\/15"

~
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Sports

Men's track team
wins in triangular
By Rick Nelson

The SCS Men's track team
pulled away from St. John 's
University and St. Thomas
College Saturday to win a
meet in which the Huskies
took more first-place honors
(11) than St. John's and St.
Thomas combined (8).
The SCS squad beat St.
John's 86%-78 in the meet .
St. Thomas was left far
behind, collecting only 35½
points. John Kimbrough won three
of the Huskies first places, in
the 100-yard dash, the 120
high hurdles, and the 220
dash.
Kimbrough continues to
rewrite the record books. In
the 220.. he broke the SCS
record and qualified for the
National ,.~ollegiate Athletic
Associfi,tj~n (NCAA) Division
II meet in that event.
Bruce Grotte, SCS freshman, missed qualifying for the
Division n meet in the same
event by two-tenths of a
second with a 21.9 second
effort. Grotte tied for third in
that race.
In the steeplechase, SCS's
Bill Zindler took the lead early
in the race and kept it through

to the finish line to win with a
9:29.4 time.
Erwin Top won the six-mile
run for the Huskies with a
30:47.7 time.
Steve Johnson ran a 4:26.3
mile, edging out his St.
Thomas opponent by sixtenths of a second.
Scott Lapham and Steve
Reed won the 440- and
880-yard runs, respectively.
Lapham clocked at 52.0 and
Reed at 2:00.6.
Steve Nyhammer placed
first in the shot put with a
46'4" toss and second in the
discuss with a 128'9" throw.
In the high jump, Brad
Jsberner bested the field with
a leap of 6'4".
Bany Cumming and Al
Laursen took first and second
in the pole vault for the
Huskies. Cumming won with
an 11 '6" vault and Laursen
took second, pulling himself
over 11 feet .
With a 15-20 mph winds and
a 43 degree temperature, the
conditions were far from ideal
for the Huskies first outdoor
meet of the season.
The next competition for the
Huskies will be a dual meet
against the Universtiy of
Wisconsin-Stout at Selke field.

Augsburg defeated 14-0
by SCS baseball team
By llldi Nelson
The SCS baseball team ran
over Augsburg College Saturday beating theni 14-0.
A doubleheader was scheduled for the meeting of the
Huskies and the Auggies, but
due to cold weather the first
game was . shortened to five
innings and the second game
was cancelled.
'' Because of the score in the
first game we decided to
shorten it ," Coach Jim Stanek
said. '' After we finished the
first game, it was so cold we
decided not to play the second
one.
"Everybody on the team
was hitting the ball when they
got up to bat," Coach Stanek
said. "But Steve Knapp could
possibly be the star of the
game.''
Knapp got seven runs-batted-in out of. 14 for the
Huskies.
Tom Regouski was the
starting pitcher for the
Huskies. -He pitched four
innings. Of the 12 batters
Regouski fac~d, he struck· out
JO.
Wednesday and Thursday
the Huskies completed their
southern tour with two
doubleheaders in Nebraska.
Page 10

The SCS team lost the first
twinbill .4-2 and 2-0 to the
University of Nebraska-Lin coln.
In the second competition,
the Huskies were never really
in the game, losing 13-3 and
9-1.

Baseball
Continue~ on page 11

Photo by Dwight Huard

WlndtcrMnl w.,• put up on the NII and Huth 11de
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John KHper,
Department.
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Tennis team faces opener
By Danlel Cote
Convenience in scheduling
gives the SCS women's tennis
team its toughest competition
of the year today, its opening
day.
"Because of Minnesota's
weather in the spring, .we
schedule our early matches at
schools that have indoor
courts," Coach Dee Whitlock
said. "It was just a matter of
convenience for us to schedule
the University of Minnesota
for our first match this
spring
The' match begins at 4 p.m.
today in Minnesota's Bierman
Fieldhouse. The Huskies will
also play at Mankato State
University at 3 p.m. Thursday.
"The University is fielding
its strongest team ever,'•
'Whitlock said. " They have a
lot of big name women players
on the team."

Freshman Patty-Moran and
sophmore Meg Horan are
examples of the team's big
name players, Whitlock said.
Moran, 18, was last year's
Canadian National Champion.
Horan, the Gopher's number two singles player, is a
transfer student from Mis•
souri. She left because of the
lack of quality women tennis
players in that area, Whitlock
said. Her father owns the
Rochester Tennis Center., so
she practically grew up on a
tennis court, Whitlock added.
Sue Fischer, number one
singles player, at SCS, has a
good chance of beating
Moran, Whitlock said.
"If Sue plays her game
consistently, she could beat
Moran. She'll have to be
patient at the baseline and do
things right approaching the
net but she could defeat
Moran."

Laurie Fisher, SCS number
two singles player, stands a
good chance of beating Horan
if she can keep the ball in play,
Whitlock said.
"Laurie does one thing
right. She hits the ball harder
than most women players.'l
Her problem is control,
Whitlock said.
•' If she keeos the ball in
play and hits like she normally
does, then Laurie could throw
Horan off her game and win ."
Also, Fisher does not get
intimidated by opposing
~yers, Whitlock added.
"Laurie doesn't psyche
herself out when she plays
people with big reputations. I
think her cool will help her
against Horan. ''
Gail Haug, Tracy St. Onge,
Chris Andresen and Dawn
Peterson fill in the remainder
of the Huskies ' six singles
positions. Haug , St. Onge and
Andresen were members of
the undefeated SCS team from ,

~~~J:ntJt:~~::.
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Tr1cy St. Ong1 poll1hes up her backhand for the
match agetnat the Univers ity of Minnesota.

Mlnneapoll1 today. Th• match will be the first of the

1euon for the Huskle women.

new to the

"Player for player, we are
not their equal," Whitlock
said. "They will definitely be
our toughest match in the
state this year.
"If we don't do foolish
things we'll make the match
close. But we will have to do a
lot of things right to stay with
them. "
Mankato presents a different problem for the Huskies,
Whitlock sairl.
"I was down at Mankato •
Monday for a meeting and
their coach began discU9-Sing
our teams. It sounds like we
have- the stronger team, at
least on face value. But last
year when we went d0wn
there, l thought we were the
stronger club. We lost 5.4,"
Chronicle

SCS fencing students
revive club on campus
ByRlckNet,.on
After a four-year slumber,
the fencing club is being
revived at SCS.
The new fencing club was
formed by a group of students
in the beginning fencing class

winter quarter.
The fencing classes, beginning and advanced, are taught
by Ruth Nearing , recreation
department.
'
''The old fencing club lost

their advisor and just sort of
died out two years later,"
Nearing siad.
The present organization
whOse advisor is Jorn Kiese,
foreign languages department, has 10-15 regular
., participants according to Jeff
Hnenecte, a member of the
dub:

''It is mostly a club to let the
guys work on their · fencing

techniques and have some
·fun, ' ' Huenecke said.

Of the threw different kinds
of fencing, the SCS club
concentrates on foil fe ncing.
To many people, fencing
sounds like a dangerous sport
b_ut the participants are
actually well•protected.
A fencing uniform is used in
practice and competition,
which includes a mask
covering the front half of the
head, a fencing jacket
covering the neck, torso, the
fencing arm , a strap that
protects the groin area and a
glove on the sword hand.
The sword itself is blunt at
the tip and has a small
(quarter-inch in diameter)
plastic ball on ·the ·e nd .
The sport of foil fencing
differs from the no-holds-barred style of sword.fighting of
Zorro and the Three Musketeers . Rather, much prdtocol
is involved in fencing.
First of all, in competition,
the sport is presided over by

four judges and a director.
The judges decide when a
point is scored or a foul is
made and the director gives
instructions.
Before a match, the director
will check to make sure all of

the safety equipment is on
securely and then he gives the
command to salute.
When saluting, the contestants raise their swords to their
adversary and then to the
judges and the director.
Then the director says on
guard and the fencers extend
their swords toWard their
opponent and the director
checks the tips to make sure
the plastic ball is on securely.
Then the director gives the
command ·to fence and the
match begins.
In foil fencing, only one
fencer can be on the offensive
at a time. The other fencer
must defend himself and wait
for the other tQ fa ll back before
he can go on the offensive.
When taking the offensive
the fencer will "thrust" or
extend the sword toward his

Baseball
Continued from page 10
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The St. CIClud Rugby Club (In the dark 1hlrta) fo rm a
"11:rum" with St. ThomH player, In an attempt to
come up With the hell. St. Thomas.managed to com•

up with the ball I few more limn than th• St. Cloud
INm , defeating them 13-4.
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Downstairs, Downtown
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"I think the University• of
Nebraska•Omaha is the best
team we ever played,' ' Stanek

I
~

opponent and then · 'lunge" or
move toward the other fencer
with his lead foot.
The fencer on the defensive
then must evade the other's
sword or knock it out o( range.
The fencer scores a point in
fencing if he can penetrate the
opponent's defense and make
a valid touch on his body.
Every time a touch is made,
the point counts against the
one who was touch"ed:- After
six touches, for men, and five
touches fd'r women, the match
is over.
Although the SCS fencing
cl ub is very young and
inexperienced, they are already planning to engage in a
match with another club in
Minne so ta or th'e area,
possibly St. John's University,
Huenecke said.
said. ''Our starters;·, n4 / elief
pitchers just cou1d.oti g"et the
job done."
The southern four last
week was good spring training
for the Huskies, according to
Stanek.
"Everybody got a chance to
play that was able ," he said.
"It was a great experience for
the team."
"We ran the bases better,
and overall we think we
accomplished a lot on the trip .
I'm very pleased with our
performance.' ·
The Huskies begin their
confere~e schedule with two
double-headers in two days
with Southwest, Friday and
Satu.rday.

MEET BOB MILLER
Bob Miller has joined the ,staff at BERT' S
BARBER SHOP and is waiting to meet you.
Bob is experienced in the Famous Koffler
Permutyle (Body Waves) as well as the other
popular Koffler styling techniques.
See Bob or B.e rt for all of your styling and
hair-care needs.
Call them today al 2S1-5S21 fo~ "1 •J?polntment

1001 South 9th Avenue St. Ooud
· ·Jus~ a few blocks from cai:npuiy

BERT'S BARBER SHOP

'i1 ~

Recitals

over sce nes that they might be
interested in presenting .
Rules must be followed
composed by Simonet with the when setting up the recital
help of former SCS st udent
program. Comedy , verse and
Richard Olsen will be included serio us drama must b e
in the musical selection s in included in the 30-60 minute
Simonet·s sce nes.
scenes.
Simonet, who sings and
An acting scene helps you to
plays guitar, thought music organize yourse lf and develop
would add something to her one idea enough in order to
production.
present it to people, Cheney
Simonet and Cheney are said .
required to have one main
Cheney would like to go into
project during their senior the children 's theatre after
year as theatre majors. Along graduation.
with acting, directing and
''There is a lot of pioneer
designing, a play could also be work in children's theatre and
presented as a project.
it offers a · big challenge,'·
Cheney started preparing Cheney said.
for their recitals by looking
"Along with learning about
the theatre, you learn that you
have to have confidence in
yourself," Simonet said.
Simonet hopes to keep that
confidence when looking for
acting jobs after she graduates
this spring.
Emphasizing the teaching
Simonet eventually would
of history and social studies, like to enter drama school.
GeraM Danzer, associate
Admission to the perforprofessor of history at the mances is free.
University of Illinois, Chicago

College dean

Continued from page 8

Professor to speak

on histoiy education
at convention here

Circle, will speak at SCS
Friday.
Danzer will speak at 9 a.m.
in 124 Math-Science Center,
11 a.m. in 206 Stewart Hall
· and ~ p.m. in 219 Stewart
Hall .
He w"m also deliver the
keynote address, "Current
Thoughts On Te8'hing of
History" to the Minnesota
Council for Social Studies
Spring Convention at 9 a.JD.
Saturday in the Atwood
theatre.
Danzer has written on
popular culture, teaching of
history, student teaching,
individualized
instruction,
architecture and social stud-

~!~1;,el~'

~~itd:ii~to;tty~'
landmark preservation and
history of Chicago.
He has also served as a
consultant and advisor on the
evaluation of educational
programs to the Illinois State
Superintendent of Instruction
and Urban Studies.
·

searc~ keeps
on schedule
The search for a successor
to former dean of libe ra l a rts
and sciences Warren Arm•
strong is co ntilluing on
schedule, according to the
head of ,the serach committee
James · Gotts'hall. English
department.
"The deadline for resumes
is mid-April," Gottshall said.
"Quality is important, we
. havt: ple nty of applications.''
Former SCS president
Robert Wick is filling in as
temporary dean . He will
continue until a successor to
Armstrong is named.
"When the committee first
met , we hoped to name the
new dean this summer,"
Gottshall said. "It is still our
hope we can fill the position by
July 1, the beginning of the
fiscal year. "

Plain or Onion

Ba els.

ex perience as an instrume nt of
underst nading. Questioning is

C-Ontlnued from page 9
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" It isn·t the physiology of said .
sex that separates the men
"The weak can challenge
from the girls, it's the the powerful. They need not
importance we place on this agree blindly. "
physiology." J ane way said .
Th e elements strongest in a
J a neway commented on person's identity are what he
subtle putdowns that wome n decides for himself, Janeway
experience. Citing an exam- a•c.c•;.;:idc..._ _ _ _ _ _ __
pie , she said, " How do you Dollan Stretch Adverti---,1
feel when the professor you've lor sure ... at Taco John's nothing
been working on a doctorate Is priced above 75 centa ... a dollar
with says , 'This is one of the buys a great luneh and two doll an
best works I've seen by a buys ahr.o st more than you can
woman.'?"
~~~t~:~ 1~~~:u!~~y. 10 Ave.
Emphasizing the importance of self-awareness,
Run for SCA
Janeway said women should
for Info
question their opinions and
call 255-37S1
the establishment in which
or stop
they live and work.
In at 222-A Atwood
"We can call on our
o;ymp,•

S

r11ng!on "OlY'•
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in 1919 with a

paten! for "a tuol

with which to open milk
and frui1 can1.:' 1ht.> sleek
stt.-cl line of rhc cl:1ssic

beer hook had

43'

a,,w,ng Company , Olymp,it. Wn

,mc things ne ve r change.

10

await

1hc invention (1f the beer
can by American Cm in

12 ••• pkg

1935.

Jumbo Sweet Eating

California Navel
Oranges 19 'J... ~
Orchard Hill Fruit
bo 4ll

Pies

Janeway

When employee De
Sampson was detailed tu
this penultimately func1ional tool. he
succeeded in uniting 30 yc:irs o f thirsty
throats with the contc nis of millions of c:i n

ofOly.
It rook skill and ingenuity and the rcsuh
justcan'1 be improved upon. The s.1me goes forOly
Some 1hin2s nevc r cha n~c. A great beer doesn '1 cha~gc.
Olympia never will.

29' Apple
Blueberry
Cherry

Sauk ·Rapids Dairy Milk in Boulftl
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(offe r good \_Vith this coupon)
·
We s~rve sandwiches & most dinners 'til 2a .m.
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On-campus students happy with SCS dorm life
By Vic Ellison
Most dorm residents agree
that dorm living is good and
they would do it again,
according to a sampling of
residents interviewed Sunday.
Many students said they
could relate to the recent
Chronicle series on dorm
rights because they had

experienced similar episodes.
Students also said they had
been informed and educated
by the series of policies set by
the SCS Housing office.

•

Dorm students apparently
feel strongly about three
issues:

-Abolishing the alcohol on
campus prohibition is number
one on everyone's list.
-Noise from stereos has to
be cut down .
-On-campus living is not
as bad as some make it sound.
"I would live here again
next year. '' fifth floor
Sherburn e . resi de nt Pa m
Koplin said. " I really like it."
Not everyone is as satisfied
as Koplin. Ben Wieman lives
on second floor Sherburne and
does not plan to return.
"You would have more
all-around freedom to live
your own life style if you lived
off-campus, " Wiernen said.

REM EM BERi
Every Tuesday Is·
Italian Festival Day

.. SAMMY'S PIZZA

ZAl'P

,,1,,

NATIONAL BANK

"ff I come back next · year, 1
won 't be in a~dorm. I just don't
like these rooms."
Third floor Stearns resident
Ann Sandberg' s main complaint is the noise around her.
"I think that peop}e should
consider other people's fe elings and needs,'' Sandberg
said. " Partying is fine, but if it
interrupts others when they
arc trying to study, it's not
good.
•' A lot of these people who
throw loud parties one night
want absofote silence the next
night because they have to.
study. It's as if they think they
are only one•s living, but
they're not, " she said.
Sandberg said she would
live in a dorm again, because
most residents are "thoughtful enough'' to quiet when
asked.
Living directly above Sandberg in Stearns is Pat
Corcoran. He said he believes
dorm livin g has more
redeeming values than negative problems.
"I've made a lot of friends. I
would highly recommend
freshman live in a dorm for
their first year,'' Corcoran
said.
Corcoran pointed to the
drinking prohibition as the
only negative factor. Since he
has "one of the strictest RAs

Ice Cream Day
on the

Mall

MALL GERMAIN at EIGHTH

Soon!

in Stearns," Corcoran would
like to see the law changed.
"Everyone is bringing it
{liquor) in. It is ridiculous you
have to hide it, " Corcora n
said. " It seems childish to
e nforce a rule t h at is
constantly being broken."
Liquor problems are not
very important to fourth floor
Sherburne res ident Dave
Tate. Claiming he has a
relaxed RA, Tate has not been
caught recently .
"Our RA doesn't really
bother us. To be truthful, we
drink in here three or four
nights a week, but we just
keep the noise level down and
there's no real hassle," Tate
said. "We walk back and forth
in the halls with beers."
"I wish they would legalize
it . It would be a lot easier on
everyone if they did," Tate
added .
Tate's only problem , like
Sandberg 's , is loud noise.
"I would lite to see some
type of noise regulation. It's
impossible to study in these
rooms," Tate said. "The only
tiflle you can study is form 10
to 2 in the afternoon. After
that, the stereos come on until
1 or 2 a.m."
Tate does not plan to live ip
a dorm again next year,
claiming the only reason he
did this year is the lack of
available off-campus housing.
Tate' s roommate, Tim
Lewis, was caught last week
by a group of RAs making
rounds.
"I was just watching
television when Mary came
in," Lewis said. "They were
wlking by and saw the beer
sitting on the floor. I shut the
door, but they knocked and
wanted to come in.
•' I put it behind the chair

and they came in and said, ' I
thought we saw some booze in
he r e.· It wasn't there
anymore. so they said, _'Oh . I
guess we were wrong
. · 'Then one got on her knees
and looked around the room
and saw it under the chair.
They could have overlooked
that so easily," Lewis said.
"As far as I'm concerned,
the noise is hell of a lot worse
than the drinking problem,"
Tate said.
Second fl oor Stearns resident Jeff Hollerud is glad to
be living in a dorm ~ause of
the security.
" Lite it said in the series, if
you arc caught smoking or
something in a dorm, you see
the director. But if you're
off-campus, you have to see
the cops," Hollerud said.
"Dorms are cheaper and you
meet more poeple,too."
Not many students interviewed said they had had
trouble with staff members.
Wieman had to see the
director the first week because
he was caught with some
marijuana, but he admits it
was his fault .
"I was cleaning out a bag of
weed and the RA knocked at
the door . I thought il was a
friend of mine, so I said 'come
in,' " Wieman said. "He took
it from me and I had to see the
dorm director.
"That wasn't really his
fault, I was the one who
invited him in," Wieman said.
"I could see his point of view.
He was just doing his job."
While many resident s
complain of lack of rights,
most have come to accept
them. Some have said they
could not spend another year
in a dorm, but the majority
have made plans to return .
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SELF SERVICE

Fitzharris Pack & Camp Shop

r:ARS & THfJCl<S

OPEN 7 DAYS 0 PER WEEK
ATTENDANT ON DUTY
St. ao.l

NOW OPEN/
Fitzharris now has complete >
lines of Packs-TentsClothing-BootsBags-Food

THURSDAY * FRIDAY • SATURDAY
Ev•nings at 8:00 P.M . - Bar servic•

- RESER V ATIONS -

253-8242

.:,,,._., Tic?t• '3 .00 - Dinn•r/lh•eit,- '8.00

APRIL 1- 24

Notices

Ii
Notices are publlshed free ol

p.m. ir') the Civic-Penney Room.
Atwood.

Tuesday noon tor Friday issues
and Thursday noon for Tuesday
Issues. Notices should be placed
kt person or by mall.

Stanley Liuka, history department, will give a leclure and slide
presentation on East African
topics on Monday , April 12 at 7
p.m. In A t wood Theatre.

;~!~l~ cJ!~d1f;:s ,!;5not~~~!e;::
ABOG

The SympoaiUms and Forums
Commlltee meets every Tuesday
at 4 p.m. In the Watab room,
Atwood.

MEC
The Performing Artists Serles
meets every Monday at 3 p .m. In
the Sauk Room, Atwood. This
committee meeting Is open to all.

The Literary Committee meets

:~:o~d~-

Miscellaneous
For lrilormation on low cost

M ■Jor

every Wednesday at 4:30 p.m. In
222 Atwood.

arts display featuring the work ol
campus and community women.
various films and discussion
groups, and a representat ive lrom
the Women's Advocates In St.
Paul to speak on battered women
Any women
interes1ed
in
displaying their art work call Lynn
at 253-9177 or Deb at 252-8376
An or ganizational meeting will be
held Wednesday at 4 p .m. in the
Aud Room, Atwood.

Special Evenla meets

charter fllghtl, International

every Tuesday at 4 p.m . In the
MEC office, Atwood .

student 1.D. cards, youth hostel
cards, and _
o ther traveling hints,

_,.. _ The Journeyfolk meet every -- . - - - - - - , - - , - - - , , - - - contact the Traver Information
~~~:~y
In the Outings
' Center, 222G Atwood, 255-2206.

I

The CrHtlve Arts Committee
meets every Wednesday at 3:30
p .m. In ·222 Atwood.
The CofteehoUH CommlttM
meets every Wednesday at 3:30
p.m. In 222 Atwood .
The FIim• Committee mJt_ets
every Wednesday at 3:30 p.m . In
222 Atwood.

Meetings

Tt-lfl Student Component AaHmbly meets every Thursday at 6
p.m. In the Civic-Penney Room ,
Atwood.
Do you have any queatlona
about drinking or the problems
that may go along with It? Maybe
we can answer them. On campus
AA meets every Monday at 4
p .m. In the Rud Room, Atwood.
There wlll be a meeting for the

1976-77 ap.clal education interns

The Medi• Rel1tloit1 CommlltM meets every Monday at 3 p.m.
In 222 Atwood.

on Tuesday In room s A235-A236
of the Education Bullding.

The Concerts Company meets
every Monday at 4 p.m . In 222
Atwood.

Pal Chi will meet today in the
statistics room In the Education
Bulldl_ng.

The· G1rriea ,nd Recre,uon
CommlttN meets every Monday
at 4 p.m. In the Outings Center,
Atwood.

St. Cloud JaycNI will hold a
meeting today at 8 p .m. at 2625
Clearwater Road. For transportation or information call 251-6032.

The Special Eventl CommlttN
meets every Tuesday at 3 p.m. in
222 Atwood.
Lecture, and Sympo1lum1
meets at 4 p.m. every Monday In
the Rud Room , Atwood.

Lectures
The Student' s International
Meditation Society Is holding an
Introductory.lecture on Transcendental meditation , an examination of the effects of TM
techniques , with an overview of
the latest scientific research
Wednesday at 3 p .m. and 7:30
p.m . In the Mississippi Room,
Atwood. Also discussed will be
the physlologlcal development of
Enl ightenment .
County Judge Ranier Weis wlll
speak on .. Shopllftlng and Future
Emp\oyment" Thursday at 1: 10

Rowlng . □ub Meeting
April 8th in
Stewart Hall, room 124.

SCSU

Thursday,

Everyone welcome!

Guys

Ananda Marga, an lnterna\lon
splritual
and
social
service
organization will hold Its first
meditation class on Wednesday at
7:30 p .m. , Atwood. Our fourweek courses teach basic
meditation, rel axatlon and yoga
phlfosophy ..
Tom Steichen, a senior who has
Interned at St. Cloud Hospital ,
will speak at the Math Club
meeting Wednesday at 11 a.m. in
MS 115 .

Interested In being a student
counaelor tor the 1976-77
orientation programs? Sign up In
222G Atwood or call Barb at
255-2205.

Cui/y Perm
S/y/ing Complete

P~e14·.~
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Religion

;::~~:~n !:!~~~~ •

1h:;1e~oY::· 1!Y
every other Tuesday at 7 p .m . In
the Sauk Watab Room, Atwood.
Inter Varsity Chrl1t11n Fellowship plays volleybal l before
prayer and praise on Fridays at
5:30 in Holes Halt.
Start every day with prayer at
the I.V .C.F. prayer meetings
Monday through Friday at 7:30 in
the Jerde Room, Atwood.
Pralae the Lord for the day ,
"'ery day at I. V.C.F. prayer
meetings, Monday
through
Thursday at 4 p.m. in the Jerde
Room , Atwood.

~

On Campus

Today and Tomorroll\
April 6, 7

•

Apply now for Summer and Fall Programs
Business
Cameroon
Ghana

Education
Micronesia
Thialand
Aa:ountlng
Brazil
Paraguay

-Styled Cut

Industrial Arts

--Bhw Grm Dry

Liberia
Ecuador

April 6 thru 10th

253-4222

Sign up for WRA softball on or
before April 7 In Halenbeck H all
204. leagues wlll be Monday
April 19, 26, May 3, and 10 and
Wednesdays Aprll 21, 28, May 5
and 12.

This week ABOG lllms Is
showing "The Conforml1i" on•
Wed ne sday
at
7 : 30
p .m.
Thursday at 1 p.m. and 7:30 p.m.,
and Friday at 3:30 and 7:30 p .m .
.. Monty Python and the Holy
Grail" wlll be shown on Saturday
at 4 p.m. and Sunday at 6:30 and
9 p .m. In Atwood ballroom .

Peace Corps

;

201-8th Ave So

RecreaHon
Open recreation on Sundays at
Halenbeck Hall wlll be as follows:
April 11, 18, and 25 . The gym will
be open from 12:30 to 4:30 p.m.
and the pool from 1 to 4 p.m.

•

ABOG Is sponsoring a Frisby
Tournament 1 p.m. to 3 p.m. on
Thursday, on the mall In front of
Stewart H al l. Participants are
encouraged to bring their own
lrlsbees with them.

~SENIORS AND GRADS

Run for SCA
•for Info
call 255-3751
or atop
In at 222-A Atwood

MODEL COLLEGE
OF _HAIR DESIGN

Sigma Sigma Sigma sorority Is
sponsorin g a Sadie Hawkins
Dance Wednesday, April 14 at 8
p.m . at Garvey Commons .

The St. Cloud Rugby club holds
spring practice every Tuesday

1.75

9.95

The Fencing Club meets from 7
to 9 p.m . Wednesdays and is
open to those with previous
experience or who want to learn
at the Halenbeck Hall dance
studio.

Homecoming 78 wants your
help now. Join the committee of

-Shampoo

Gals

Mantoux test, !or !all quarter
studenl teachers wi l l be given at
health services April 26 and 27
from 8 to 10 a.m . Tests will be
read on April 28 and 29 lrom 8 to
10 a.m. CATE students should
have tests t aken and read on the
above dates from 1 to 2 p.m.

Open hours at Eastman Hall
are: Monday-Friday, all gyms 11
a.m. to 2 p .m. Monday-Thursday,
north and south 7 p.m. to
midnight , Monday · and Wednesday , main gym 7 p.m . to
midn ight, Saturday, all gyms 5
p.m. to 9 p.m. and Sunday, all
gyms 1 p .m. to 9 p .m. Open pool
hours are: Monday-Friday 11:30
a.m. to 12:30 p.n:i .; MondayThursday 7 p.m . to midn ight,
Saturday 5 p.m. to 9 p.m. and
Sunday 1 p.m. to 9 p.m.

Styled Hair Cut

~

and Thursday at 4 p .m . at the '
south Held.

The Tri-County Human Society
has the following pets for
adoption: Terrier cross puppies
mate and female, Collie puppy
female, Malamute cross puppy
female, Terrier cross puppies
male and female, Shepherd cross
puppy female, Black Lab adult
male, Sch.nauzer cross adults
male and female, Shepherd cross
adult female, Siamese cats 2
male, black and white cats 3
male. Anyone wishing to adopt a
pet may visit us at 127 Lincoln
Ave. NE or call 252--0896. Shelter
hours are from 2 to 7 p.m .
weekdays, and 10 a.m. to 3 p.m .
Saturdays.

The SCS Aero Club me8tlng
will beon Wednesday at 7 p.m. In
the Civic-Penney Room , A twood .
There wlll be an election of new
olflcers.
The Women'• Equality Group
wlll sponsor a series ol
women-related activltles on the
SCS campus during the last week
in Aprll. The week wltl Include an

your choice. For Information go 10
222 Atwood .

II/lath and Science
Zaire
Kenya
llllarketing
Cominican Republic
Brazil

French Speakers
lvoryCoa5t
Senegal·

B.A. or B.S. with
agricultural biackgl'IUld
l'v1alaysia
Philippines

Stop by the booth in Atwood Center
or sign up for interviews in the placement office
Administrative Services Rll!;:,10_
1

. GET INTO ACT-I-ON

~

The ''l,realcfast ~
experls"

•

Open 24 Hoan

Classifieds

11
For Sale
74 HONDA 750 full dre11. 3,000
mlles, like new. 253-3787 .

FOR SALE
251-5432 .

118 Sixth Avenue Sooth

FOR

SALE:

loo1b1II
Home

table.
ca1111 t1 e

KNOW YOUR ST.CLOUD
BUSINESS COMMUNITY

Proximity to Campus Accounts for Volume
Mrs. Frank, owner of the Friendly Liquor Store, states that the popularity of her
business with young people is due to the fact that "I like them so much I can't he lp
show it." In an interview with her we learned among other things, that between forty
and fifty percent of her annual dollar volume is University connected-mostly students
but also some administrative and faculty people and employees. Discount on some
items as well as the location of her store near the University are other reasons she
assigns for the big business volume emanating from the campus. She claims that
having reared three daughters and two sons to maturity gives her an understanding of
the young they may not always find in their contacts in the business world.

Prior to purchasing the Friendly Liquor Store in 1968, Mrs. Frank for years operated a
Supper Club , The Wagon Wheel, which was demolished by fire and was not rebuilt.
Store hours at the Friendly Liquor are weekdays 8:30 a.m . to 9:30 p.m. and weekends
8:30 a.m. to 10 p.m. Mrs. Frank employs four people, spends many hours each day at
the store and her hobbies are bowling and dancing. She has been awarded the
Centennial Badge for Bowling with her score average of 220.

Friendly-Liquor

GRANDY'S TOWING

&
REPAIR SERVICE
MAJOR REPAIRS
TUNE UPS • BRAKE SERVICE

Wines Uquor Keg Beer

SNOW PLOW ING

Prtcet are Right
1/, pt11 •• Pts•. Sths•• Qt11

511 lat Street So.

TO W ING

5TARTl·NG

251-8540

10 S. 19½ Ave.

251-7744

Off Sale

~ST. CLOUD, MINN,

ST. CLOUD DODGE, INC.
301 5TH AVE. SO.

ST. CLOUD. MINN. 56301

Dodge Aulhorlnd Sal• and

Serva
Lcwa: ■T

P,.ICI: ■

-

e,

R ll: ■ I Dll:NTIAI..

2:.51 ... 765

PRESIDENT

_u,12, 2!52-3347 ,

BOWL

RR4 WNt Highway 52

PAM-LYNN PASTRY

ST. CLOUD. MN 56301

SHOP
''1HE PALATE

"CENTRAL MINNESOTA'S FAMILY RECREATION CE,rrER"

TANTALIZING PLACE"

Bob'1 Pro Shop
22 Southway Drtve

MALE STUDENT hou1lng
Openings for summer & 76-77
achool year. Shared facl lilles.
Close to campus. Inquire 626 6th
Ave. So. 252-9226.
VACANCY FOR 1 glrl In 2 bd.
apt. Available March 1 - 393 2nd
Ave. So. - also taking reservations
for summer and la11. 251-3287 .
YOUNG ADULT Ap ■ rtm e nl
Communlly. 5 blks. to campus. 2
& 3 BR apts., 3 & 4 BR
townhouses. Apts. available now .
Oak Leak Apts. Call 253-4422.
ROOM, MALE 1uburban, private
entrance, T. V., dishwasher.
251-1694.
GIRLS
TO
t hare
furnl1hed
apartments. Summer and fall
vacancies, ctose to campus. T. V .,
laundry . 25~4681.
GIRLS TO ■ hare and one mature
male. 319 4th •Ave. So. 253;-6606.
PRIVATE ROOM for rent. Call
after 5. 2~911 .
VACANCY FOR 1 male t o share
apt . $65 per month . 302 8th Ave.
Apt. 202. 253-1395. Call after 3
p.m .
AIR
CONDITIONED
furnished summer housing
for
women to share, $65 per session,
$120 for both, ulllltles paid .
252-7718 for Informat ion or see
Linda at 912 5th Ave. So:
AIR CONDITIONED, laundry,
parking furnishe d. H ou sing
women to share summer and
76-77. Close In. Call 251-3994
after 5:15 p .m.
VACANCIES FOR glrla lo share
for summer
and
tal l.
Air
conditioning. 927 5th Ave. So .
252-4944.
VACANCY FOR one female In
apts. one block from campus.
Parking available. Call 251-5009.

[8121 251•"27

Wanted

EX~l[,.T IN ■ TAI..I..ATICN

CcMMl:,.CIAI..

TOM BROWN

22 SOUTHWAY DRIVE

Housing

LARGE SE L ECT ION OF CARPETING

Cana Truck•

SDUTHWAV

record er . Automotive cassette
deck. Home 8-track .recorder.
764--6445 Watkins.
THORENS TD180 turntable and
Pioneer SX3000 receiver, bot h for
only $350.00 with cart r idge .
Contact Kev in at 363-8395 • 2:30
p.m. • or later.
SADDLES, BRIDLES and other
tack cheap. Rice, Minn . 393-2427.
231 0X BSA auto turntabl ■. Sanyo
8-track car tape player . FF , eject,
repeat. Akal surround sound
4-channel amp. 253-3038.
73 SUZUKI 400 T1 dlrl blka. 2800
ml.
Excellent
shape.
$750 .
Ext ras. 252-9251, Doug .
1'170 HONDA 350. Excellenl
condition . Recently overhauled.
WIii take best ofter. Ask for
Monk, 251-0387 .
SLR ELECTRIC aye camera , with
35mm, 55mm, 100mm lenses and
accessor ies. $50 or best offer.
253-3848.

tsf'O. 2ffTB AVE. NORTH
8T, C LOUD, HlNN ,

~6801.

TYPING • papen ·ot all kinda.
252-2166.
Exp■ rlenced woodworker wanled
to build armatures for sculptor.

Call 252-ll883.

Attention

BEFORE YOU uy, "11'1 10111 ' '
check at the Atwood main desk
for any lost artlclea.
STUDENT SAVINGS on tleketl to
the
Haya and
Paramount
Theatres at lhe Atwood main desk
ticket booth . Sold from 10 a.m. to
11 p.m. for $1.75.
FOR ALL your Mary Kay
cosmetic needs - call 253-1178.
BUY AND u~ tor up toe month,.

ElJR"~E

'

HIGHWAY 52 I< 23 ,
Lumber • Bulldlng Meterlal1
H ■ rdwara.

S38 First StrNt N.E.

Tuesday, Aprll 6, 1976

-

1

WAITE PARK, MINNESOTA 56387

Paint

BUSINESS PHONE

OON FIERECK

2S2-9121

Owµer and Manager

@

Un.Trav:?i~~~,!~:

File a Petlllon
for SCA
call 2ss:31s1
or stop
In at 222-A Atwood

Personals
GIRLS - COMPANIONSHIP
desired for two guys. Larry
255-291-1, Tom 255-2800.
INTERESTED IN no-frlll1 low
cost Jet travel to Europe, Africa,
the Mlddle Eaat , th e Far East?
Educational flight s have been
helping peo ple travel on a budget
wi th maximum llexlblllty and
minimum hassle lor six years. For
more
Info
call
toll
free
800-223-5569.

Employment
OVERSEAS JOBS • 1ummer /
year-round. Europe, S. America,
Auat r alla, Asia, etc . All flelds,
$500-$1200 monthly. Expenses
patd , sightseeing. Free Inform . W rite: lnternatlonal Job Center.
Dept. 4, Box 4490, Berkeley, CA
94704.
RECREATION
DIRECTOR lo
plan and lead Saturday Recreation Program. Teach swim ming ,
crafts, tennis , golf . Call after 5
p . m . 743-_2268 .
(Not
l o ng
distance.)
GOT THOSE
"1ummar Job
blues"? Smite. Students working
with natlonally known company
earned approximately $210 per
week In 1975. Interviews 3 p.m., 6
p .m. , 8:30 p .m . Wednesday,
Apr II 7, Herbert Room , Atwood .

SAC agenda listed
Student Activities Committee
(SAC) agenda for Thursday at -4
p .m. in th e Mississippi Roorlf,
Atwood.
1. Administrative accounts
2. Organizations
3 . Major programming (Major
Events Council)
SAC haa created a sub commit tee to establish an equltable
pollcy concerning honorarla .
Student s who want to have Input
In establishing a new pollcy
sho uld attend !he subcommittee
meeting Thursday 6-9 p .m . In the
Sauk-Watab Room , Awood.

ll_____J_o_b_s__
.

The following )obs are available
through the Student Employment
Service (SES) this week:
Housewortc• work one day
every two week, hours arranged.
Must have transportation . Should
be here this 1ummer. $2 .25 per
hour .
1ummer work

l /2,dl'<

PARKWAY MOTORS

Discount tickets for the Hays and
Paramount Theatres available at
Atwood main desk ticket booth .
BEFORE YOU ride th e Grey•
hound. check Into the Commuter
Bus Service at the Atwood main
desk llcket booth. 10 a.m.-4 p .m .
LOST: GOLD llnk b raulel. Feb
25 on campus. Senti mental value.
Please call Carol at 255-3447 .
STOP AT Alwood main dnk and
check out wide assortment ,of
magazines.
"PLANTS NEED homn too."
Buy some at Atwood main desk.
Various kinds available lncl udlng
hang ing pots.
AS PART of Women's W uk
W. E .G. wlll be sponsoring an art
show/sale A prll 29 and 30. Ent ri es may be subm itted by
A pril 9 by contacti ng Lynn
253-9177, Deb 252-8378.

7

Crew tupervI1or1- persons
llvlng near the Oll \'la, Minn., area
wanted to supervise work crew of
youths ages 12-16 . Crews will
work from 6 or 7 a.m .-2 p .m . all
week ..S2.S0-$3 per hour . Job
begln1.7 June 15 and ends in
AUg uat. Several OP, nlngs. Appll-

ca~~0~o~~~I~:

r:::~~~

any of
these openings please stop In th e
SES olllce Career Planning and
Placement, 101 Adm inlslrative
Services
Bulldlng
or
ca ll
255-3756.
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THE
CHARLIE DANIELS BAND

Special guest star WET WILLIE
•

Tuesday, April 13, 1976
Halenbeck Hall at 8 p.m._
$2 for SCSU Students (with validated 1.D.)
. and $4 for public
. TICKETS AVAILABLE AT ATWOOD
CENTER
....
Sponsored by the Major Events Counctt-G6ncerts
Page ~6
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